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Venue v's Delivery Address....What's the
difference?
A Venue/Delivery Address is simply a destination for products being shipped
from your warehouse.

When entering a booking you have the option to

1. Select an existing venue or delivery address from the search window

2. Create a new venue or delivery address.

Venue
Venues are managed from the main venue page where they can be
added/edited or deleted. Changing any information on a venue will affect all
the bookings that have this venue selected, this can be useful if a phone
number or address information changes that needs to be applied to all
bookings, but can be a problem if you need the existing booking to retain
the old information.

Delivery Address
Delivery addresses are one off addresses that are only used on a specific
booking; they can't be edited outside of that booking. Any delivery
addresses entered will become available in the delivery address search
window and will remain in the system until the booking is completely
purged. Delivery addresses are useful for less used venues that you don't
want to maintain on your venue list, or when you want to be sure the
address doesn't change.

Venue Contact
The venue contact for a booking will be initially loaded from either the venue



or delivery address selected, but can be modified without affecting the
venue record. This way a person can be set as the venue contact for a
specific job.

Please note that venues are not customers and have nothing to do with
billing addresses or financial transactions. A venue is simply a destination for
products being shipped from your warehouse.

Create a Venue
To create a new venue, right click the Venue grid and click New. A blank
venue window will display. Once the desired name and address information
about the venue has been added, you may add contact information. 

 Enter a new contact or select from pre-existing contacts.



Store a visual representation of a venue under the floorplan tab. RentalPoint
is capable of referencing floor plans in .bmp, .jpg, .html, .htm and .pdf.



 

If there are any special considerations for a venue they can be entered into
the notes section. These venue notes are maintaned here and displayed on
all bookings using this venue.  This includes any bookings that have
occurred in the past.



The 'Other' tab is a reference to a default folder. This is a folder that has
been set aside so that customized information can be accessible to users
easily regardless of file type and integration into RentalPoint.



Edit a Venue
Double click a venue to open it for editing.



Delete a Venue
Venues can only be deleted when not used on any bookings.

Right click a Venue and click Delete. 

The venue properties will display for confirmation, then click Delete to
remove the venue from your system. OR cancel to keep it

Venue Tab in Booking
The venue tab of a booking displays information on where the booking will
be shipped to. 



To modify venue information, you must edit the actual venue record


